Ransomes manufacture the world’s finest gang mowers for the man who is interested in cutting large areas of grass in the most economical way.

Ransomes ‘SPORTCUTTER’ and Ransomes ‘MAGNA’ gang mowers are the same fundamentally but they each incorporate features for two distinctly different functions. The ‘Sportcutter’ is designed for mowing on golf courses, parks, estates and sports grounds where regular mowing and a rather fine cut is essential.

The ‘Magna’ is the machine for dealing with very rough areas and is able to stand up to long periods of work under the toughest conditions. ‘Magna’ is particularly suitable for work on airfields, in orchards, and on pasture-land, dealing with tough grass up to about 8 inches high.

‘Sportcutter’ and ‘Magna’ units may be made up into groups of 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9. Pneumatic tyred or steel wheels are optional.